
	

Nursery      Week Beginning: 18/05/2020 
We hope you are all happy and healthy. There are suggestions below to direct you towards skills you can develop at home with your child.  

 

 
 
 

Maths and Numeracy 
 
Numicon  (YOU WILL ONLY NEED UP TO NUMICON  WITH 5 HOLES) 
 
Exploring one more. Take one of your Numicon pieces.  
Add 1 more Numicon piece to it. 
Use the sentence stem, ‘1 more than _____ is ______’.  
Can you find what one more than is for all the Numicon shapes to 5? 
Can you write the number it makes? 
 
 

                          
 
 
 

Language, Literacy and Communication 
 

LLC 
Can you write the colour word in Welsh to match with your hand prints or colour 
chart, that you have made in your Expressive art task? Try and use the 
handwriting sheet that we have given you and practise the entry for each letter 
too.  
Welsh  
Can you learn to sing the colours of the rainbow song- Lliwiau’r Enfys, in Welsh?  
 
Phonics: SATPIN CKE  We have added  HR 
We would like to continue to reinforce the single sound and to continue using 
them to word build. We have added three new letters this week. How many new 
CVC (3 letter) words, consonant-vowel-consonant, can you make using these 
sounds? Can you practice writing the sounds and words that you have made? 
You can use any resources clean or messy! Can you make words that rhyme?               
How many words can you make that rhyme? 
 

 Science and Technology 
 
What gives us light every day?  
Talk about the difference between 
day and night.  
What activities do we do at 
different times of the day? 
Look at the information sheets as 
a talking point. Can you choose 
when you do the activities -day or 
night time? 
Can you talk about what happens 
to the sun at night time? 
   

                   
 
 
                  

 

Expressive Arts 
Colour mixing.  
Look at the different colours in the 
rainbow. Can you name all the 
colours? 
Let’s try to make some new colours. 
Using things that you have at home, 
paints, food, items in nature, can you 
mix two colours together and find out 
what new colour you can make. We 
have put some idea pages for you as a 
suggestion but you can be as creative 
as you want and mix in lots of different 
ways. Can you record your new colour 
-maybe make a chart or a hand print?  
We hope you have fun getting messy 
and exploring with colour.  

                            
 
 
                      

Health and Wellbeing 
 
   Can you create a fitness trail or 
obstacle course for you and your 
family to follow? Can you think of 
different ways to travel around the 
course, over, under, balancing? 
You could have a ball skill 
challenge in the course. You could 
time the challenge and see who 
can do it faster. 

     
 
     

Humanities 
 
Can you record a weather dairy for a 
week? 
Make a chart to record the weather every 
day and then draw a picture of what the 
weather was. You could even write the 
weather word -sunny, raining. 
Talk about chart. 
How many days was it sunny? 
Which day was your favourite and why? 
Which weather do you like the best? 
Why? 

                   

               
 
 
 


